
 

Hi there! I'm hentai tsunade, and this is my blog. I write about all kinds of stories, most of them moerpgs (my personal favorite)! But my latest story (I think) is my new one called "komik hentai tsunami x jiraiya". It's still in process but it's coming along nicely. If you want to know more about it please read my profile page which tells you pretty much everything about me and the story. Thanks for
coming by my page!  
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I welcome any questions or comments that people have to say, so please feel free to let me know what you think. I'm just glad anyone's interested enough to check out my stories. Hi there! I'm hentai tsunade, and this is my blog. I write about all kinds of stories, most of them moerpgs (my personal favorite!). But the latest story I've been working on is called "komik hentai tsunami x jiraiya". It's still in
process but it's coming along nicely. If you want to know more about it please read my profile page with a synopsis of it if you're interested. Thanks for coming by my page! 
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